By Car

If you are driving, take I-93 to exit 32 (from Logan airport that's I-93 North). From rotary at end of the exit ramp, take the first right on to Route 60 (Salem St) heading east and drive a few blocks to a flashing yellow light at Park Street. Take a right on Park, and go a few blocks through two stop signs. After the second stop sign, take the next left onto Magoun Ave. Follow a block and a half to 68 Magoun Ave, a big yellow house on the left.

Arriving By Air

A taxi from Logan airport to the Center will cost you $35-$42. It is good to print out these directions so that you can tell the taxi driver where to go. Without traffic it takes about 20 minutes to drive to the airport; with traffic, it takes up to one hour. You may also take public transportation to the Center from the airport. Take the Blue Line Inbound from the airport to State St Station. Change to the Orange Line heading Outbound, then follow the instructions below.

By Public Transportation

There are several ways to 68 Magoun Ave by public transportation. The first is to take the Orange line to Wellington Station. From there catch a cab or take the 134 bus to the corner of Pembroke and Riverside streets and walk two blocks up Pembroke and take a right on Magoun.

Buses also run to Medford Square from Harvard Square (96), Davis Square (94, 96), and Sullivan T stations (95). The Center is a 10-15 minute walk from Medford Square: walk down Riverside Ave, pass under I-93, go 5 more blocks, turn left on Pembroke and then right on Magoun. www.MBTA.com has current routes and schedules.